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QUESTION 1

DRAG DROP 

You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system that contains a guest Azure AD tenant named fabrikam.com. 

You need to unregister fabrikam.com. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Step 1: Connect to the Azure Resource Manager (ARM) endpoint Compare to the steps in the note below. 

Use https://adminmanagement.. 

Azure Resource Manager (administrator) 

Adminmanagement.. 

Azure Resource Manager (user) 

Management.. 

Step 2: Run the register-AzSGuestDirectoryTenant cmdlet. 

Unregister a guest directory 

If you no longer want to allow sign-ins to Azure Stack Hub services from a guest directory tenant, you can unregister the
directory. Again, both the home Azure Stack Hub directory and guest directory need to be configured. 

Configure guest directory Step 3: Instruct the global administrator of fabrikam.com to run the register-
AzsWithMyDirectoryTenant cmdlet. Configure guest directory Note: Enabling AAD Multi-Tenancy in Azure Stack 

Allowing users and service principals from multiple AAD directory tenants to sign in and create resources on Azure
Stack. There are two personas involved in implementing this scenario. 

1. The Administrator of the Azure Stack installation 

2. The Directory Tenant Administrator of the directory that needs to be onboarded to Azure Stack 

Step 1: Onboard the Guest Directory Tenant to Azure Stack This step will let Azure Resource manager know that it can
accept users and service principals from the guest directory tenant. 

$adminARMEndpoint = "https://adminmanagement.." $azureStackDirectoryTenant = ".onmicrosoft.com" # this is the
primary tenant Azure Stack is registered to 
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$guestDirectoryTenantToBeOnboarded = ".onmicrosoft.com" # this is the new tenant that needs to be onboarded to
Azure Stack $location = "local" 

Register-AzsGuestDirectoryTenant -AdminResourceManagerEndpoint $adminARMEndpoint ` 

-DirectoryTenantName $azureStackDirectoryTenant ` -GuestDirectoryTenantName
$guestDirectoryTenantToBeOnboarded ` -ResourceGroupName "system.local" ` 

-Location $location 

With this step, the work of the Azure Stack administrator is done. 

Guest Directory Tenant Administrator 

Step 2: Registering Azure Stack applications with the Guest Directory Execute the following cmdlet as the administrator
of the directory that needs to be onboarded, replacing $guestDirectoryTenantName with your directory domain name 

$tenantARMEndpoint = "https://management.." $guestDirectoryTenantName = ".onmicrosoft.com" # this is the new
tenant that needs to be onboarded to Azure Stack 

Register-AzsWithMyDirectoryTenant -TenantResourceManagerEndpoint $tenantARMEndpoint ` -DirectoryTenantName
$guestDirectoryTenantName 

 

QUESTION 2

You plan to publish a custom Azure Stack Hub Marketplace image. 

You need to define the name of the image, the name of the offer, and the name of the tenant that tenants will see when
they deploy the image. 

Which JSON file should you modify? 

A. Manifest json 

B. Default Template json 

C. UIDefinitionjson 

D. Createduidefinition.json 

Correct Answer: A 

Note: Create a Marketplace item 

To create a custom marketplace item, do the following: 

1.

 Download the Azure Gallery Packager tool 

2.

 Create an Azure Resource Manager template or use our sample templates for Windows/Linux. These sample
templates are provided in the packager tool .zip file you downloaded in step 1. 
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3.

 Replace the following highlighted values (those with numbers) in the Manifest.json template with the value that you
provided when uploading your custom image. 

4.

 Replace the following highlighted values (those with numbers) in the Manifest.json template with the value that you
provided when uploading your custom image. 

5.

 Replace the following highlighted values (those with numbers) in the Manifest.json template with the value that you
provided when uploading your custom image. 

The following template is a sample of the Manifest.json file: 

{ 

"$schema": "https://gallery.azure.com/schemas/2015-10-01/manifest.json#", "name": "Test", (1) 

"publisher": "", (2) 

"version": "", (3) 

"displayName": "ms-resource:displayName", (4) 

"publisherDisplayName": "ms-resource:publisherDisplayName", (5) "publisherLegalName": "ms-
resource:publisherDisplayName", (6) "summary": "ms-resource:summary", "longSummary": "ms-
resource:longSummary", 

"description": "ms-resource:description", 

"longDescription": "ms-resource:description", 

"links": [ 

{ "displayName": "ms-resource:documentationLink", "uri": 

"http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=532898" } ], 

"artifacts": [ 

{ 

"isDefault": true 

} 

], 

"images": [{ 

"context": "ibiza", 

"items": [{ 
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"id": "small", 

"path": "icons\\Small.png", (7) 

"type": "icon" 

}, 

{ 

"id": "medium", 

"path": "icons\\Medium.png", 

"type": "icon" 

}, 

{ 

"id": "large", 

"path": "icons\\Large.png", 

"type": "icon" 

}, 

{ 

"id": "wide", 

"path": "icons\\Wide.png", 

"type": "icon" 

}] 

}] 

} 

The following list explains the preceding numbered values in the example template: 

(1)

 - The name of the offer. 

(2)

 - The name of the publisher, without a space. (3) - The version of your template, without a space. 

(4)

 - The name that customers see. 

(5)
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 - The publisher name that customers see. 

(6)

 - The publisher legal name. 

(7)

 - The path and name for each icon. 

Reference: https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-create-and- publish-marketplace-item 

 

QUESTION 3

You have a multitenant Azure Stack Hub integrated system for a Cloud Solution Provider (CSP). The integrated system
is used by several customers. 

You hire a new support technician to help manage the integrated system. 

You need to configure access for the support technician. The solution must meet the following requirements: 

The technician must be prevented from accessing customer resources. The technician must be able to monitor the
status of infrastructure backups. The technician must be able to create and manage plans, offers, and quotas. 

Which built-in role should you assign to the support technician? 

A. Reader 

B. Owner 

C. Use Access Administrator 

D. Contributor 

E. Backup Operator 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-manage- permissions?view=azs-2008 

 

QUESTION 4

DRAG DROP 

You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system that uses an Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) tenant named
contoso.onmicrosoft.com as an identity provider. 

You need to ensure that users from an Azure AD tenant named fabrikam.onmicrosoft.com can authenticate to the
integrated system. 

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
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the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-enable-multitenancy?view=azs-2008 
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QUESTION 5

You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system that connects to the internet. 

You need to update the Azure Event Hubs service. 

Solution: From the Updates blade of the administrator portal, you trigger the installation of the latest update listed in the
Resource provider section. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Instead: Solution: From a privileged endpoint (PEP) session, you run the Install-AzsUpdate cmdlet. 

You can use the Azure Stack Hub administrative endpoints to monitor and manage your updates. They\\'re accessible
with PowerShell. For instructions on getting set up with PowerShell on Azure Stack Hub. 

You can use the following PowerShell cmdlet to manage your updates: 

* Install-AzsUpdate 

Apply a specific update at an update location. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-update- monitor?view=azs-2008 

 

QUESTION 6

DRAG DROP 

You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system that is disconnected from the Internet. 

During an update, an error occurs that prevents you from accessing the administrator portal. 

While troubleshooting the issue, a Microsoft Support Engineer requests that you collect and send the relevant logs. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-get-azurestacklog?view=azs-2008 

 

QUESTION 7

You have a connected Azure Stack Hub integrated system. 

You plan to deploy Azure Site Recovery to the integrated system. 

Which two scenarios will be supported? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. fallback to Azure 

B. fallback to Azure Stack Hub 

C. failover to Azure Stack HCI 

D. failover to Azure 

E. failover to Azure Stack Hub 

Correct Answer: AD 
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QUESTION 8

You need to configure the log forwarding. The solution must meet the Azure Stack Hub requirements. What should you
do? 

A. Connect to 192.168.101.101 and run the Set-EventLogLevel and Add-AzLogProfile cmdlets. 

B. Connect to 192.168.100.224 and run the Set-SyslogServer and Set-SyslogClient cmdlets. 

C. Connect to 192.168.100.224 and run the Set-EventLogLevel and Add-AzLogProfile cmdlets. 

D. Connect to 192.168.101.101 and run the Set-SyslogServer and Set-SyslogClient cmdlets. 

Correct Answer: D 

Integrate Azure Stack Hub with monitoring solutions using syslog forwarding The syslog channel exposes audits, alerts,
and security logs from all the components of the Azure Stack Hub infrastructure. Use syslog forwarding to integrate with
security monitoring solutions and to retrieve all audits, alerts, and security logs to store them for retention. Cmdlets to
configure syslog forwarding Configuring syslog forwarding requires access to the privileged endpoint (PEP). Two
PowerShell cmdlets have been added to the PEP to configure the syslog forwarding: ### cmdlet to pass the syslog
server information to the client and to configure the transport protocol, the encryption and the authentication between
the client and the server Set-SyslogServer [-ServerName ] [-ServerPort ] [-NoEncryption] [-SkipCertificateCheck]
[-SkipCNCheck] [-UseUDP] [-Remove]### cmdlet to configure the certificate for the syslog client to authenticate with the
server Set-SyslogClient [-pfxBinary ] [-CertPassword ] 

Reference: https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-integrate-security 

 

QUESTION 9

You have 20 computers that run Linux. 

You deploy a disconnected Azure Stack Hub integrated system. 

You need to ensure that users on the Linux computers can manage their Azure Stack Hub resources by using Azure
Command-Line Interface (CLI). 

What should you do first? 

A. Request a new certificate for the integrated system. 

B. For each Linux computer, request a certificate from the integrated system. 

C. Export the root certificate of the integrated system as a P7B file. 

D. Export the root certificate of the integrated system as a CER file. 

Correct Answer: D 

Add certificate 

Export and then import Azure Stack Hub certificate for disconnected integrated systems and for the ASDK. 
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You need the CA root certificate for Azure Stack Hub to use Azure CLI on your development machine. 

Export the Azure Stack Hub CA root certificate 

Export the CA root certificate. To export the ASDK root certificate in PEM format: 

Get the name of your Azure Stack Hub Root Cert: 

1.

 Sign in to the Azure Stack Hub User or Azure Stack Hub Administrator portal. 

Select the lock in the browser address bar. 

In the pop-up window, select Connection is secure. In the Certificate window, select the Certification Path tab. Note
down the name of your Azure Stack Hub Root Cert, for example, *.. 

2.

 Sign in to the VM, open an elevated PowerShell prompt, and then run the following script: 

$label = "*.. from step 1" 

Write-Host "Getting certificate from the current user trusted store with subject CN=$label" $root = Get-ChildItem
Cert:\CurrentUser\Root | Where-Object Subject -eq "CN=$label" | select -First 1 if (-not $root) 

{ 

Write-Error "Certificate with subject CN=$label not found" return 

} 

Write-Host "Exporting certificate" 

Export-Certificate -Type CERT -FilePath root.cer -Cert $root 

Write-Host "Converting certificate to PEM format" certutil -encode root.cer root.pem 

Reference: 

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/asdk/asdk-cli 

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/user/azure-stack-version-profiles-azurecli2 

 

QUESTION 10

Your company is a Cloud Solution Provider (CSP). 

You are planning the deployment of a multitenant Azure Stack Hub integrated system that will host internal company
workloads and customer workloads. 

You need to register the integrated system. 

Which type of Azure subscription should you use for the registration? 
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A. Azure Partner Shared Services (APSS) 

B. Enterprise Agreement (EA) 

C. Pay-As-You-Go (PAYG) 

D. CSP 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-add-manage-billing-as- a-csp?view=azs-2008 

 

QUESTION 11

You plan to deploy an Azure Stack Hub integrated system that will connect to the Internet. 

You need to define the public VIP pool. 

What is the smallest subnet mask that you can use for the public VIP pool? 

A. /22 

B. /25 

C. /26 

D. /27 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-network?view=azs-2008 

 

QUESTION 12

HOTSPOT 

You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system that is linked to an Active Directory domain named fabrikam.com by
using Active Directory Federation Services (AD FS). 

You have the resources shown in the following table. 
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You need to ensure that the integrated system can resolve DNS queries for fabrikam.com. 

How should you complete the PowerShell script? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

Box 1: Register-CustomDnsServer 
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Resolving external DNS names from Azure Stack Hub To resolve DNS names for endpoints outside Azure Stack Hub
(for example: 

www.bing.com), you need to provide DNS servers that Azure Stack Hub can use to forward DNS requests for which
Azure Stack Hub isn\\'t authoritative. For deployment, DNS servers that Azure Stack Hub forwards requests to are
required in 

the Deployment Worksheet (in the DNS Forwarder field). Provide at least two servers in this field for fault tolerance.
Without these values, Azure Stack Hub deployment fails. 

Configure conditional DNS forwarding 

Important 

This only applies to an AD FS deployment. 

To enable name resolution with your existing DNS infrastructure, configure conditional forwarding. 

To add a conditional forwarder, you must use the privileged endpoint. 

For this procedure, use a computer in your datacenter network that can communicate with the privileged endpoint in
Azure Stack Hub. 

1.

 Open an elevated Windows PowerShell session (run as administrator), and connect to the IP address of the privileged
endpoint. Use the credentials for CloudAdmin authentication. 

$cred=Get-Credential Enter-PSSession -ComputerName -ConfigurationName PrivilegedEndpoint -Credential $cred 

2.

 After you connect to the privileged endpoint, run the following PowerShell command. Substitute the sample values
provided with your domain name and IP addresses of the DNS servers you want to use. 

Register-CustomDnsServer -CustomDomainName "contoso.com" - CustomDnsIPAddresses
"192.168.1.1","192.168.1.2" 

Box 2: fabrikam.com 

The external DNS zone. 

Box 3: "192.160.20.1", "192.160.20.2", 

The IP addresses for the DNS servers in External DNS zone. 

 

QUESTION 13

The priv2 region is redeployed according to the planned changes. 

You need to restore App Service. 

Which three components should you restore? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
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A. the App Service roles and services 

B. the file server share content 

C. the infrastructure backup 

D. the worker role virtual machine 

E. the App Service databases 

F. the default domain certificate 

Correct Answer: ABE 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/app-service-recover?view=azs-2008 

 

QUESTION 14

HOTSPOT 

You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system. 

The Volumes list for the integrated system is shown in the following exhibit. 

Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that completes each statement based on the information
presented in the graphic. NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 15

HOTSPOT 

You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system that is enabled for multi-tenancy and contains a tenant. The integrated
system is configured as shown in the following table. 

You need to configure the URI that will be used by the tenant to query the subscription usage. How should you complete
the URI? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: https://management.contoso.com 

Do not include the region1 in the URI. 

Use management not adminmanagentment (see below). 

Note: Tenant resource usage API reference 

A tenant can use the tenant APIs to view the tenant\\'s own resource usage data. These APIs are consistent with the
Azure usage APIs. 

You can use the Windows PowerShell cmdlet Get-UsageAggregates to get usage data, just like in Azure. 

API call 

Request 

The request gets consumption details for the requested subscriptions and for the requested time frame. There is no
request body. 

Method Request URI 

GET 

https://{armendpoint}/subscriptions/{subId}/providers/Microsoft.Commerce/usageAggregate
s?reportedStartTime={reportedStartTime}andreportedEndTime={reportedEndTime}andaggregat
ionGranularity={granularity}andapi-version=2015-06-01previewandcontinuationToken={token- value} 

Parameters 

* Armendpoint Azure Resource Manager endpoint of your Azure Stack Hub environment. The Azure Stack Hub
convention is that the name of Azure Resource Manager endpoint is in the format https://management.{domain-name}.
For example, for the development kit, the domain name is local.azurestack.external, then the Resource Manager
endpoint is https://management.local.azurestack.external. 

Box 2: 22f2d01-... 

Use the tenant subscription identifier. 

Parameters continued 

* subId 

Subscription ID of the user who is making the call. You can use this API only to query for a single subscription\\'s usage.
Providers can use the provider resource usage API to query usage for all tenants. 
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